
Teaching Phonics

In 2012 the government said that all schools had to teach children to read using 
something called  synthetic phonics. We use a scheme called Read, Write, Inc.
.



Sounds (phonemes)

There are 44 sounds in the English language 
and these are taught to the children in a 
sequence which allows them to decode as many 
words as possible. 



An example of the phonic sounds used in 
regular words



Some more sounds



However…

There are lots of anomalies

said and was, are examples. We call these red or 
tricky words



Why m,a,s,d,t?

m is one of the first sounds that babies make that is why we 
start with it. Its important to have a vowel as the next 
sound so that you can begin to make words quickly.

Eg mad, mat, sat, sad, Sam

Other schemes often start with s, a, t, p, i, n



What comes next?

 i, p, n, o, g

This means that we can quickly make lots of words. The 
words we can decode are green words in the scheme. The 
children learn green words are decodeable and red words 
need to be memorised



We have been learning a new sound each 
day 

We have learnt 20 sounds now and so we can make lots of 
words. 

We are concentrating on 3 letter words, known as CVC 
(consonant, vowel, consonant ) words



How do we teach sounds?



Decoding green words



Wordtime
We make words using magnetic letters. This is called wordtime. 



Writing the sounds

We have a way of writing the letters in school that teaches 
the children to form the letters correctly. This means that 
when the children come to join their letters later in school 
each letter starts in the right place and finishes in the right 
place ready to join to the next letter.



Read, Write Inc. reading books



Inside the books



Inside the books



Hold a sentence

Each book has writing activities attached to it

There is an activity  called  ‘Hold a sentence’. This is where 
the children are encouraged to hold a short sentence in their 
heads and then write it down

eg. The cat sat on the mat. The children also have to 
remember capital letters, full stops, finger spaces and 
remember how to spell



Edit a sentence

To help with punctuation and spelling there is an activity called 
edit a sentence.

you can explore the caves on the bech you can sweem in the sea

Check for capital letters Y and Y    2 spellings   2 full stops..

You can explore the caves on the beach. You can swim in the 
sea.


